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1 Executive Summary 
 
This deliverable summarizes the activities of Work Package 1 Task 1.2 where the 
applicability of the findings of other work packages on the design of modern cruise 
ships has been investigated. The starting point of this work package was month 30 to 
allow the consideration of most of the results of the other work packages. 
 
Main focus was laid on the results of the full scale flooding tests and simulation work 
of WP2, but also the design targets presented in WP6 have been considered. It can be 
shown, that the results found in these work packages do not have a significant 
influence on the global design of cruise ships, as many of the assumptions defined in 
the explanatory notes of SOLAS could be confirmed in this project. However, 

 
 The results obtained in project FLOODSTAND give more precise input data 

and thus, more reliable basis for time domain flooding simulations used for 
stability studies and assessments. 

 
 Significant details in the design of the watertight subdivision of cruise ships 

can now be improved to enhance safety and to consider the physical behavior 
of the ship.  

 
 A number of items have been identified, which need to be addressed to the 

Regulatory Bodies to improve the SOLAS convention and its explanatory 
notes. 
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2 Introduction 
 
In  way  of  the  research  project  FLOODSTAND  (FP7-RTD-218532)  a  number  of  
results have been achieved with regard to flooding and decision control. This 
document  shows  the  results  of  the  work  carried  out  on  alternative  designs  and  the  
analysis made to investigate if these findings can be adapted to the design of modern 
cruise ship and the consequences thereof.  
 

The work consists of two main parts. The first one is made to check the consequences 
on cruise ship design based on the results of the work mainly done in WP21, while the 
second part considers the findings of the decision support and the vulnerability of the 
ship  in  case  the  watertight  doors  are  not  all  closed  as  presumed  and  shown  in  the  
examples in WP4 & WP6, see e.g. (Jasionowski, 2011). Additionally, some flooding 
simulations are carried out to study how the closed fire doors on bulkhead deck affect 
the flooding in a damage case. 
 
The bases for the investigations in this study are the concept ship designs A and B, 
developed in WP1, see deliverable D1.1a (Kujanpää & Routi, 2009) and deliverable 
D1.1b (Luhmann, 2009). These concept ship designs, called here also sample ships, 
are a modern cruise vessel of approx. size 130 000 GT (concept ship design A: sample 
ship #1) and 63 000 GT (concept ship design B: sample ship #2) representing the state 
of the art in cruise ship design. 
 
A number of design alternatives are investigated as shown below: 

 Investigation of cross-flooding ducts 
o For the sample ship #1 the effect of different layouts of cross-flooding ducts 

in the double bottom have been investigated 
 Flooding through fire doors for assessment of intermediate stages 

o For both sample ships 1 and 2 the flooding sequence for intermediate stages 
of flooding will be assessed assuming that the fire doors in A-class bulkheads 
are the weakest point. 

 Fire doors on tank top cause instantaneous flooding 
o For  sample  ship  1  all  fire  doors  on  tank  top  are  assumed  to  break  

immediately, and the subsequent spaces are flooded instantaneously 
 Fire doors are assumed to withstand pressure head on bulkhead deck 

o For sample ship 2 each partial bulkhead will be closed by fire-doors.  
 Cold rooms are assumed to withstand flooding 

o For sample ship 2 the cold rooms are assumed to be watertight 
 Design modification to achieve a minimum vulnerability 

o Examples for design of the sample ships  are developed, so that watertight 
doors are not used for daily operation, but only as secondary means of escape 

 

                                                
1 See FLOODSTAND-deliverables: D2.1b (Jakubowski & Bieniek, 2010), D2.2a (Naar & Vaher, 2011), D2.2b 

(Ruponen & Routi, 2011), D2.3 (Stening, 2010), D2.4a (Visonneau et al, 2010), D2.4b (Kraskowski, 2011) and 
D2.6 (Karlberg et al, 2011). 
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3 Investigation on cross flooding ducts 

3.1 General 
According to current regulations as described in SOLAS Chapter II-1 and in the 
explanatory notes instantaneous flooding of large void spaces, which are extended 
from side to side and connected with cross-flooding ducts have to be verified. At the 
moment the adequate area in the cross-duct is to be calculated according to resolution 
MSC.245(83): Recommendation on a standard method for evaluating cross-flooding 
arrangement.  
 
Tasks 2.4 and 2.3 in WP 2 included testing and analysis of pressure losses and flow 
velocities in air pipes, see FLOODSTAND Deliverable D2.4b (Kraskowski, 2011) and 
in cross-ducts through several manholes, see FLOODSTAND Deliverables D2.3 
(Stening, 2010) and D2.4a (Visonneau et al, 2010). Results of these studies have been 
compared with MSC.245(83) requirements in IMO submission SLF54/4.  
 
It has been noted that the formulation for ducts with successive openings in paragraph 
2.5 (of the resolution MSC.245(83)) does not contain factor k=1 for the outlet. There-
fore the existing formulation is proposed to be replaced by the following one: 
 

   
 
Further it has been observed that the regression equations shown in figures 13 and 14 
in the resolution MSC.245(83) will result into too optimistic cross-flooding time. 
These equations are based on a rather limited data set, and that is why the referred 
figures are proposed to be deleted from existing resolution, as described in IMO 
submission SLF54/4, dated 14 October 2011. 
 

3.2 Pressure losses in airpipes 
Comparison of the CFD-results with the simplified approach based on the resolution 
MSC.245(83) (as done in WP 2 Task 2.3) shows that the simplified approach (shown 
in paragraph 3.2) yields notably higher values of pressure loss coefficient than CFD-
computations. This can be due to the fact that the IMO resolution is elaborated for 
water flows.  
 
Based on the above results of WP 2 Task 2.3 and 2.4,  cross-flooding time has been 
calculated for an unusually large double bottom void space. Figure 3.1 below shows 
this damage case. 
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Figure  3.1 Damage case; instantaneous cross-flooding in large DB dry tank  
 
Calculations have been carried out using time-domain calculation as an allowed 
alternative method to the formulaes. 
 
Time-domain simulation of cross flooding will provide time-accurate results for the 
cross flooding time with the following conditions: 
- Air is modelled as compressible fluid 
- Pressure losses in the air pipe are taken into account with a proper “k” factor 
- Use of a quasi-stationary approach. This means that the floating position is 

calculated statically with the simulated volumes of water. Therefore, also GZ-
curve and other parameters can be calculated at each time step. 

 
Although the cross-flooding through a cross-flooding  duct starts immediately after 
the accident, a slightly different approach has been used here. To have comparable 
results the cross flooding starts after the instantaneous flooding stage at the maximum 
heel. This approach is conservative as the pressure difference between damaged and 
undamaged side is smaller. 
 
The proposed area of air pipes (10% of the cross-flooding section) is just an arbitrary 
decision at IMO and it is not established on physics. Therefore, more accurate, case-
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specific calculations with a time-domain simulation tool should be used for proving 
the sufficient area for the ventilation pipes, etc.  
 
A time-domain simulation tool that solves the governing physical equations time 
accurately gives the case-specific cross-flooding time more accurately than any 
simplified approximation. 
 

3.3 Pressure loss coefficient in cross-duct 
The cross-duct of the large U-shaped double bottom void space in the example case  
consists of six (6) frames. There are altogether five (5) longitudinal girders in the 
double bottom. Thus, the cross-duct design contains six (6) openings (lightening holes 
of 400 mm * 900 mm with an area of 0.3257 m2 per each opening) in each girder. 
This means that the total opening area in one girder is Si= 1.95 m2. The pressure loss 
coefficient for one opening is 1.778 (ki) based on the results of WP2, Task 2.3. Thus 
we get: 

k  m2  m2

F = 
k

1  = 
89.9

1
  = 0.318

3.4 Pressure loss coefficient in air pipe (without air cap) 
The air pipes of the void space are extending up to boat deck beyond the 40 degrees 
intact heeling angle. Thus no weathertight closure is needed in the outlet. The double 
bottom void space is so large, that there are three (3) air pipes (DN250 each) on both 
sides.   
 
A sample calculation of the k coefficient is presented below; 

Inlet      k = 0.43 
Outlet     k = 1.00 
no valve    k = 0.00 
2 x 90 deg double mitre bend  k  = 2 x 0.44 
pipe friction   k = 0.02 x L/D  = 2.067 
     l  = 25.80 m 
     D = 0.25 m 
Sum    k =  4.377 
 
 

F = 
k

1  = 
377.4

1
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3.5 Pressure loss coefficient in air pipe (with air cap) 
As it is in many cases not suitable to extent the air pipes to higher decks many designs 
show air pipes only extending just above bulkhead. These air pipes are usually  
provided with an weather tight air cap at the outlet of the pipe.  Results of WP2 Task 
2.4, see FLOODSTAND Deliverable D2.4b (Kraskowski, 2011), show that pressure 
loss coefficient is considerably higher, when compared to k-values presented in the 
appendix 2 of the the resolution MSC.245(83). 
   
A sample calculation of the k coefficient is presented below; 
 

Inlet     k = 0.43 
Outlet    k = 1.00 
no valve    k = 4.20    
2 x 90 deg doulble mitre bend  k  = 0 
pipe friction   k = 0.02 x L/D  = 0.832 
     l  = 10.40 m 
     D = 0.25 m 
Sum    k =  6.462 
 
 

F = 
k

1  = 
462.6

1
 = 0.393 

 
 

3.6 Results of time domain calculation 
In tables 3.1 and 3.2 below the following results for the floating position after 60 
seconds and in equilibrium condition with and without aircap are shown. 
 
Table 3.1; floating position after 60 seconds and in equilibrium stage  
Air pipe without air cap 
 

 
PHASE  SIDE    ETIME     T     TR HEEL   GMACT   GZMAXR RANGEF F VOLCROSS S     

  s m m deg m m deg M3   

1 PS        0.5   9.67  -0.42   10.4           1.25     0.152    13.39  -1.68         3.5   1.000 

120    PS       60.0   9.83   -0.36     6.9    1.20      0.235   16.26  -0.60        409.7      1.000 
(S-fin) 

EQ     PS       98.0   9.91   -0.32    4.5    1.19      0.295    18.35   0.17         637.9       1.000 
(S-fin) 
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Table 3.2; floating position after 60 seconds and in equilibrium stage 
 Air pipe with air cap 

 

PHASE  SIDE    ETIME     T     TR HEEL   GMACT   GZMAXR RANGEF F VOLCROSS S     

  s m m deg m m deg M3   

1     PS        0.5   9.67  -0.42   10.4           1.25     0.152    13.39  -1.68          3.5    1.000 
(S-int) 

120    PS       60.0   9.83   -0.36     7.0    1.28      0.232   16.15  -0.64        397.5   0.999 
(S-fin) 

EQ     PS            103.5   9.91   -0.32    4.5    1.19      0.295    18.35   0.17         637.9       1.000 
(S-fin) 

 
 

In figure 3.2 is shown the range, GZmax, heeling, s-factor and cross-flooded volume 
as a function of time for air pipe without air cap.  
 

 

 
Figure  3.2 Floating position and s-factor during instantaneous cross-flooding 
 
It can be concluded that within 60 seconds it has been achieved a satisfactory floating 
position enough to reach final s-factor as one. Equalisation will be reached after 93 
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seconds, but the s-factor will be constant between 60 and 98 seconds and the rest of 
the cross-flooded volume (228 m3) will flood on the other side. 
 
Compared results between air pipes with and without air cap (table 3.1 and 3.2) will 
give minor difference in flooding time. Cross-flooded water after 60 seconds is 12.2 m3 
less in case with air cap and heeling angle is only 0.1 degrees more (7.0 degrees). 
 
In  comparison  with  the  requirement  for  the  air  pipe  of  10  %  of  the  cross-flooding  
sectional area (resolution MSC.245(83) par 3.1) the time domain method will verify 
adequate cross-flooding time with only 7.5 % of total area of air pipes. 
 
Air pipes without any weathertight closing appliances are possible to be routed 
straight in narrow spaces between cabins and shell plating. 
 
Strength dimensioning of void spaces is based on the worst equilibrium floating 
position added with residual stability according to SOLAS Chapter II-1. Even if an air 
pipe is extended above boat deck (40 degrees intact heeling angle), this will not cause 
increase in steel dimensioning in dry tank. 
 

3.7 Conclusions 
The shown example of the application of the new data and methods developed in 
WP2 highlights the benefits. The design of the tank and void space arrangement can 
be made in a more flexible way as the cross flooding time can be assessed more 
accurately and closer to the real behavior. Not only the size and routing of air pipes 
but  also  the  size  of  the  cross  flooding  duct  itself  may  be  adapted  now  and  the  
available space can be used more effectively. In particular the available tank 
capacities in the double bottom need to be optimized to allow the maximum storage 
capacity for waste water.  
 
The requirements based on new environmental regulations by IMO are getting harder 
and result in larger waste water holding capacities onboard cruise ships. This will 
stress the benefits of the results achieved. 
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4 Flooding through fire doors 

4.1 General 
As a consequence of the current regulations as described in SOLAS Chapter II-1 and 
of the corresponding explanatory notes intermediate stages have to be investigated for 
each damage scenario, where the flooding will be restricted by decks and bulkheads. 
For this purpose only A-class boundaries and cold room bulkheads need to be 
considered.  
 

4.2 Analysis and results 
Although these kind of bulkheads are not watertight and may contain a number of 
penetrations for cables piping and ducting it can be assumed that the main direction of 
flooding will follow the A-class fire doors. In WP2 the collapse pressure of these 
elements has been assessed via full scale tests, see Jakubowski & Bieniek (2011) and 
numerical analyses, see Naar & Vaher (2011). As a rough guidance derived in Task 
2.2 from these results, see Ruponen & Routi (2011), fire doors will collapse at a water 
column of 2.5m. This height of water is very likely in any A-class boundary below the 
bulkhead deck so that the flooding process should take this into account. 
The current state of the art is to define the sequence of flooding just on the adjacent 
rooms and flooding takes place through any A-class wall. The new approach 
simulates much more realistically the anticipated sequence of flooding and unrealistic 
flooding scenarios need not to be considered. 

 
Figure  4.1 Conventional Flooding Sequence  
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Figure 4.1 above shows an assumed damage extent and the numbers of inter-mediate 
flooding stages in which each non-watertight A-class space is assumed to be flooded. 
This approach has been used for several ships, although a theoretical approach with 
more different combinations could be assumed as well. 
 

 
Figure  4.2 Flooding sequence through fire doors (according to the new approach) 
 
Figure 4.2 above shows the sequence of flooding, when the fire doors are assumed to 
be the weak part of the structure. The sequence of flooding represents much better the 
real flooding scenario. 
 

4.3 Conclusion 
If this new approach is used, the designer can use this method in an early design stage, 
while improving the safety and functionality of the design simultaneously. 
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5 Fire doors on tank top and instantaneous flooding 
 

5.1 General 
As described above A-class rated fire doors collapse at a head of water of about 2.5m. 
Any fire door, which is situated on the tank top (see the examples in Figure 5.1) 
would therefore collapse immediately in case of flooding as the tank top is usually 5 
m, or more, below the intact waterline. 
 

5.2 Analysis and results 
According SOLAS Chapter II-1, an A-class boundary needs to be calculated as a 
separate intermediate stage, regardless the actual water pressure. For the sample ship 
#1 the effect of the immediate breaking of the fire doors has been investigated. 
 
 

  
 Figure  5.1 Fire doors assumed to collapse immediately 
 
 
The results of the attained  index calculation for the initial layout (for sample ship #1) 
are: 
 
 ATTAINED AND REQUIRED SUBDIVISION INDEX   
   Subdivision length            315.673 m 
   Breadth at the load line       37.400 m 
   Breadth at the bulkhead deck   37.400 m 
   Number of persons N1          4200 
   Number of persons N2          1400 
   
  Required subdivision index R = 0.84867 
   
  Attained subdivision index A = 0.87155 
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The effect of this approach can better be seen when comparing individual
damages, therefore the results of the following damage cases are shown in
detail.

 Figure  5.2 Extent of flooding before cross-flooding KP4-6.1.0 - basic design 

RESULTS  (for sample ship #1) 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
CASE        STAGE PHASE SIDE        T      TR   HEEL   GZMAXR  RANGEFSFACSOL 
                                    m       m degree        m  degree 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DS/KP4-6.1.0INTACTEQ    PS      8.800   0.000    0.0     1.01    40.0 0.0000 
DS/KP4-6.1.01     1     PS      8.981  -0.799    1.7     0.75    24.6 1.0000 
DS/KP4-6.1.01     2     PS      9.157  -1.755    3.7     0.53    17.9 1.0000 
DS/KP4-6.1.01     EQ    PS      9.283  -3.099    9.3     0.09     3.1 0.8156 
DS/KP4-6.1.02     1     PS      9.335  -3.119    8.1     0.11     3.8 0.8584 
DS/KP4-6.1.02     2     PS      9.467  -3.261    4.2     0.16     5.9 0.9581 
DS/KP4-6.1.02     EQ    PS      9.541  -3.421    0.3     0.19     8.9 0.8647 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

The result of the index calculations assuming the fire doors collapsed
immediately on the tank top are slightly positive

ATTAINED AND REQUIRED SUBDIVISION INDEX  (for sample ship #1) 
 
  Subdivision length            315.673 m 
   Breadth at the load line       37.400 m 
   Breadth at the bulkhead deck   37.400 m 
   Number of persons N1          4200 
   Number of persons N2          1400 
   
  Required subdivision index R = 0.84867 
   
  Attained subdivision index A = 0.87316 
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Figure  5.3 Flooding Extent KP4-6.1.0 – fire doors cause instantaneous flooding 
 

RESULTS   (for sample ship #1) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

CASE        STAGE PHASE SIDE        T      TR   HEEL   GZMAXR  RANGEFSFACSOL 
                                    m       m degree        m  degree 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

DS/KP4-6.1.0INTACTEQ    PS      8.800   0.000    0.0     1.01    40.0 0.0000 
DS/KP4-6.1.01     1     PS      8.998  -0.840    0.5     0.75    25.6 1.0000 
DS/KP4-6.1.01     2     PS      9.239  -1.987    0.3     0.51    19.8 1.0000 
DS/KP4-6.1.01     EQ    PS      9.541  -3.421    0.3     0.19     8.9 0.8647 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
When comparing the detailed results of this damage for both options it is obvious that 
the intermediate stage, before the fire doors are assumed to collapse, is the most 
onerous one.  
 

5.3 Conclusion 
If this approach will be accepted by the regulators the flexibility of design and may be 
even the safety of the ship can be improved. At the moment the designer is very 
careful by placing A-class boundaries in particular in the engine room, as they 
significantly influence the attained index. However, placing A-class bulkheads may 
significantly reduce the risk of fire propagation within the ship. 
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6 Fire doors sustain water pressure on bulkhead deck 
 

6.1 General 
The full scale flooding tests have shown that fire doors withstand a water pressure of 
approximately 2.5m, see Jakubowski & Bieniek (2011) and Ruponen & Routi (2011) 
(deliverables D2.1b and D2.2b). This behavior can be used to improve the safety of 
cruise vessels without undermining the operational needs. 
 
Most of the modern cruise ships have a service corridor located on the bulkhead deck 
to allow the crew to access any part of the vessel and to distribute goods and stores for 
the public rooms, like restaurants, shops or show lounges and for the service of the 
cabin areas. This service corridor cannot be placed on higher decks, as it is desired to 
separate the flow of crew and personnel from the guests on board. 
 
On the other hand a large portion of this service corridor serves as primary means of 
escape from spaces below the bulkhead deck. Therefore this escape way must not be 
blocked by any watertight door. 
 
The figure 6.1 below shows an example of such a service corridor in sample ship #2 
with the watertight partial bulkheads shown in green. 
 

 
Figure  6.1 An example of service corridor 
 
 
 
The concept of these partial bulkheads is illustrated in figure 6.2 below. Each limit of 
the watertight portion of a partial bulkhead is defined by unprotected openings to 
consider any flooding around this partial bulkhead in the calculation of the s-factor 
and the attained index. 
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Figure  6.2 Example of partial bulkhead 
 
During MC simulations and model tests of damage scenarios it could be observed that 
during the first second after a damage significant heel can take place and flooding 
beyond the lower edge of the partial bulkhead may take place. To overcome this 
vulnerability  the  use  of  fire  doors  in  way  of  each  partial  bulkhead  seems  to  be  an  
efficient method. If the use of sliding doors or hinged doors are more appropriate 
depends on the actual situation. From the effect on the vulnerability both options are 
equal. 
 
Several advantages can be combined here: 

 Fire doors are a proven technique onboard of passenger ships 
 They are easy to operate and do not have the risk of injuries for the crew while 

closing 
 Fire doors are allowed in way of a primary escape route. 
 Fire doors are closing very fast, while normal watertight doors need more than 

60 second for the closing process 
 The anticipated level of water on the bulkhead deck is typically very small, 

approximately less than 1m. 
 

 
Figure  6.3 Service corridor (of sample ship #2) with fire doors 
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The figure above shows the places where the fire doors are assumed to be placed. The 
calculation for the attained index has been carried out assuming that the inner 
unprotected openings are raised up to 2.5m above the bulkhead deck. The outer 
unprotected openings are raised in the same way, which means that a greater portion 
of the deck above the bulkhead deck needs to be watertight. 
 

6.2 Results of the index calculation 
The results of the index calculation for the initial layout (of sample ship #2) are: 
 
ATTAINED AND REQUIRED SUBDIVISION INDEX 
Subdivision length   234.433 m 
Breadth at the load line  32.200 m 
Breadth at the bulkhead deck  32.200 m 
Number of persons N1   1800 
Number of persons N2   600 
 
Required subdivision index R = 0.78222 
Attained subdivision index A = 0.79301 
 
The modified layout (of sample ship #2) leads to a significant increase of the attained 
index by 7%. The results are shown below: 
 
ATTAINED AND REQUIRED SUBDIVISION INDEX 
Subdivision length   234.433 m 
Breadth at the load line  32.200 m 
Breadth at the bulkhead deck  32.200 m 
Number of persons N1   1800 
Number of persons N2   600 
 
Required subdivision index R = 0.78222 
Attained subdivision index A = 0.86242 

 

6.3 Conclusion 
The modified layout (of sample ship #2) led here to a significant increase of the 
attained index by 7% when compared to the original layout. 
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7 Simulations of flooding on bulkhead deck 
 
The objective of this part of the work is to study the impact of the bulkhead deck 
doors on the progression of the flooding on the bulkhead deck. The impetus for this 
work originates from the IMO submission SLF47/INF.6. The simulation method 
applied, the ship and damage case selected for this purpose and results obtained are 
described below.  
 
The basis of the numerical flooding simulations in this study, consisting of the 
simulation method, the ship and the damage case, modelling (simplifications made), 
including the various openings (doors, hatches, walls, etc., where applicable), is 
described in this sub-chapter.  
 

7.1 Simulation method and modeling approach 
The basis of the numerical flooding simulations in this study, consisting of the 
simulation method, the ship and the damage case, modelling (simplifications made), 
including the various openings (doors, hatches, walls, etc., where applicable), is 
described in this sub-chapter. The approach in the modelling of the flooding through 
openings, even through various types of closed doors etc., is adopted to this study 
mainly from FLOODSTAND Deliverable D2.2b, see Ruponen and Routi (2011) and 
from Deliverable D2.6, too, see Karlberg et al (2011). For clarity, the adopted 
approach is repeated here below:  
 
Typically,  the  simulation  tools  are  based  on  Bernoulli’s  theorem  and  the  pressure  
losses in the openings are taken into account by applying semi-empirical discharge 
coefficients. In principle, the flooding rate Q through a small opening can be 
calculated with the following equation: 
 
 effeffD gHACQ 2  (1) 
 
where: 
 

CD effective discharge coefficient (pressure losses in the opening) 
Aeff effective area of the opening (taking into account e.g. leakage) 
g acceleration due to gravity 
Heff effective pressure head 

 
Flooding through a closed door is considered to start when the effective pressure head 
on the door Heff exceeds the critical pressure head for leaking, Hleak. Before that the 
effective area is zero. The leaking can take place through the possible gap between the 
door and the sill or because of structural deformation of the door due to the floodwater 
pressure. In flooding simulation the leaking process can be modelled by modifying the 
effective area of the opening, e.g. Ruponen (2007a). 
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The different phases of the leaking and collapsing of a closed non-watertight door are 
illustrated in Figure 7.1. The effective pressure head is calculated as: 
 
 wDopewUeff HHHH ,max  (2) 

 
where: 
 

Hope height of the lowest point of the door (from a common reference level) 
HwU water level height on the upstream side (from a common reference level) 
HwD water level height on the downstream side (from a common reference level) 

 
The leakage area ratio (Aratio) is defined as the dimensionless ratio between the 
leaking area of the opening and the submerged geometrical area of the whole door: 
 

 
submerged

leakage
ratio A

A
A  (3) 

 
Consequently, the effective area for calculation of leakage water flow through the 
door is: 
 
 submergedratioeff AAA  (4) 

 
When the effective pressure height on the door is larger than the critical pressure head 
for collapsing the door is considered to collapse, and thereafter the effective area is 
the submerged area of the opening. Naturally, the structural failure of a closed door is 
irreversible, meaning that if the door has been damaged it will not be repaired (or 
closed) even if the effective pressure head decreases. 
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leakopeweff HHHH  

0effA  

Door is tightly closed 
 

 

collopeweff HHHH  

submergedeffratioeff AHAA  

Door is leaking 

 

collopeweff HHHH  

submergedeff AA  

Door has collapsed 

Figure 7.1: Modelling of leaking and collapsing of closed doors (Note! This figure is adopted from 
Karlberg et al, 2011)  

 

    
Figure 7.2: Constant (left) and increasing (right) leakage area ratio (Note! This figure is adopted 

from Karlberg et al, 2011) 
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In  some previous  studies  (van’t Veer et al., 2004 and Ruponen, 2007b), the leakage 
area ratio has been assumed as constant. However, the full-scale experiments at CTO2, 
in FLOODSTAND WP2 Task 2.1 and the analysis made thereof in Task 2.2, see 
Ruponen and Routi (2011)3, has shown that the leakage area ratio is in most cases 
practically linearly dependent on the pressure height: 
 
 bHaA effratio  (5) 

 
Moreover, in most cases the coefficient b = 0 since the leaking starts practically 
immediately when the door is submerged, i.e. Hleak = 0.  
However, for some of the tested structures, such as A-class sliding door, the analysed 
leakage area coefficient was almost constant, i.e. in equation (5) the coefficients are a 
= 0 and b > 0.. 
 
The approach of both the constant and increasing leakage area ratio are illustrated in 
Figure 7.2. The guideline report (D2.2b), see Ruponen and Routi (2011)2, provides 
values for the coefficients a and b for various tested structures.  
 
Reference to the guideline report, Ruponen and Routi (2011), has been made in 
SLF54/INF.8, too.  
 
All  the  time-domain  flooding  simulations  in  this  study  were  carried  out  with  the  
NAPA software (Release 2011.1), using the state-of-the-art pressure-correction 
method. The details of the method are presented in Ruponen (2007a) and Ruponen 
(2007b). The flow rates in the openings are calculated by using Bernoulli’s equation. 
In this study all compartments were assumed to be fully vented. 
 

7.2 Ship and the damage case 
Sample cruise ship design A (or simply, ship #1), developed in Work Package 1, Task 
1.1, was used for these simulations. Details of the ship design are given by Kujanpää 
and Routi (2009).  The initial  condition of the ship before the damage is the deepest 
subdivision draught:  T=8.8m, GM0 = 2.4 m.  
 
The  starting  point  of  the  simulations  in  this  study  (flooding  on  bulkhead  deck)  is  a  
damage condition, where the aft part of the ship is flooded below the bulkhead deck, 
see Figure 7.3. In this starting point there is no floodwater on the bulkhead deck, but 
the deck is below mean water surface and hence can be potentially flooded. Flooded 
rooms below bulkhead deck are treated as open to sea, thus assumed being flooded 
immediately.  
 

                                                
2 These tests and their results have been reported by CTO in FLOODSTAND Deliverable D2.1b, v.1.6 
3 FLOODSTAND Deliverable D2.2b, v.1.03 
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Figure  7.3   Initial condition for the simulations in this study 

 
Routes for the upflooding are the staircases and hatches marked respectively with 
dark blue dots and squares in the figure below. All the modelled openings are shown 
in the same figure with green and red markers. The spaces open to sea are shown in 
light blue. Openings marked with red are the doors (A-class firedoors) of the service 
corridor which are kept open in normal operational condition. No openings are 
modelled below bulkhead deck because these compartments are considered to be open 
to sea and assumed to be flooded immediately.  
 
All steel bulkheads and Decks on the flooded compartments were included in the 3D 
model of the ship. The only exception is that each staircase was modelled as a single 
room,  similarly  to  the  lift  trunks.  No  B-class  structures,  such  as  cabin  walls,  were  
included. (as their limiting effect on flooding was considered small, based on the tests 
at CTO (D2.1b), see Jakubowski and Bieniek, (2010) and the further analysis of these 
results by Ruponen and Routi (2011). 
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7.3 Openings 
In this study the openings are modelled according to the guidelines developed in the 
Work Package 2 of project FLOODSTAND, see Deliverable 2.2b, Ruponen and Routi 
(2011). Thus, they are assumed to start to leak immediately, when floodwater reaches 
the opening. Thus, for all the modelled openings, the special parameter, Hleak, 
characterizing the threshold value of the pressure height for the start of the leakage, is 
assumed to be zero (for both directions of flooding).  
 
More details and information on openings modelled for the simulations carried out in 
this study are given in Appendix A. 

 

7.4 Simulated cases 
The first simulation case, case 1, is a reference case for comparisons. It simulates the 
operational condition, where the double leaf service corridor doors on the bulkhead 
deck are open. Fire-doors from the service corridor are modelled as being always 
closed.  In the second case, case 2, the service corridor doors are closed in order to 
observe their effect on the progression of flooding. 
 

7.5 Results 
  
In case 1, with the service corridor doors open, the flooding reaches equilibrium state 
after eight and half hours from the start of the simulation. Total amount of floodwater 
is 15 068 tons at the start and 17 838 tons in the equilibrium state. In the second case 
(with closed doors) slow flooding continues still after ten hours of simulation and the 
equilibrium state is not reached yet. Flooding in the second case is slower, as can be 
observed from Figure 7.4. There is approximately 1.5 – 2.0 % more floodwater in the 
first  case  than  in  the  second  case  throughout  the  simulation.  Total  amount  of  
floodwater is 17 556 tons in the second case after ten hours of simulation.  
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Figure  7.4 Total floodwater volume in tons. Case 1. corridor doors open (solid line) and case 2. 
all doors closed (dashed line). 
 
The ship heels to starboard. The heel angle in the first case is 1.4 – 1.8 times larger4 
than in the second case. The final equilibrium heel angle in the first case is 9.3 
degrees to starboard. In the second case the heel angle is 7.0 degrees to starboard at 10 
hours of simulation time, but the heeling has not stabilized yet. 
 

 
Figure 7.5 Change of heel angle in case 1, with the service corridor doors open (solid line) and in 
case 2, with all service corridor doors closed (dashed line). 
 
The extent of the flooding for case 1 is  shown cases at  simulation times 2 h and 5h, 
and the final condition for case 1 is shown at time 8.5 h (see Figures 7.6-7.8).  

                                                
4 Note! Heel angle to port is considered here positive. 
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The extent of the flooding for case 2 is shown at simulation times 2 h and 5h, but in 
this case the third condition is shown at time 10 h (see Figures 7.9-7.11).  
 
 

 
Figure  7.6 Case 1 at 2 h of simulation time. 

 
Figure  7.7 Case 1 at 5 h of simulation time. 

 
Figure  7.8 Case 1 at 8.5 h of simulation time. 
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Figure  7.9 Case 2 at 2 h of simulation time. 

 
Figure  7.10 Case 2 at 5 h of simulation time. 

 
Figure  7.11 Case 2 at 10 h of simulation time. 
 
The lists of simulation events for both cases (case 1 and 2) are presented in the end of 
this deliverable, in Appendix A. 
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7.6 Conclusions 
Results from the door tests in WP2 Task 2.1 (Jakubowski and Bieniek, 2010) have 
demonstrated the need for updating the values of parameters Aratio and Hleak. Values 
used for these parameters have been earlier based only on assumptions. Thus, results 
from project FLOODSTAND have given more precise input data for time domain 
flooding simulation.  
 
Based on the results of these flooding simulations, where the new, updated values of 
parameters Aratio and Hleak were applied, it can be concluded that the fire doors 
along the service corridor on the bulkhead deck can have a notable retarding effect on 
the  progress  of  flooding,  if  they  are  closed.  This  corresponds  to  the  results  of  the  
calculation of the attained indexes with the partial bulkheads closed by fire doors. 
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8 Cold rooms assumed to be watertight 
 

8.1 General 
The modified layout (of sample ship #2) leads to a significant increase of the attained 
index by 7%. The modified layout (of sample ship #2) leads to a significant increase 
of the attained index by 7%. Full scale tests and FEM calculations in work package 2 
of project FLOODSTAND, see Jakubowski and Bieniek (2010) & Naar and Vaher 
(2011), have shown that sandwich panels and doors, as they are frequently used in 
cold rooms onboard of cruise ships, can sustain a significant pressure head. Due to the 
function of the cold rooms it is in addition very unlikely that the doors remain open 
for a longer period of time. Therefore it has been decided to investigate the influence 
of cold rooms assumed to be watertight. Usually cold rooms are located on the 
bulkhead deck or one deck below, see Figure 8.1. In any case the assumed water level 
will be limited and the tested water pressure of 3.5m can be assumed not to be 
exceeded very often. 
 

 
Figure  8.1 Layout of cold rooms 
 
As this sample ship #2 only is one example of many possible designs it has been 
assumed for the calculations that not only the cold rooms are watertight, but also dry 
stores below the bulkhead deck. These dry stores may be designed as cold stores in 
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other designs and to check the result on a conservative side this approach has been 
selected. 
 

8.2 Analysis and results of the index calculation 
The assumption to have watertight cold rooms influences hardly the results of the 
damage stability calculation. Although the angle of heel during the final stage of 
flooding will be increased, the attained index increases slightly. 
 
The attained index is very similar to the basic version (of sample ship #2): 
 
ATTAINED AND REQUIRED SUBDIVISION INDEX 
Subdivision length   234.433 m 
Breadth at the load line  32.200 m 
Breadth at the bulkhead deck  32.200 m 
Number of persons N1   1800 
Number of persons N2   600 
 
Required subdivision index R = 0.78222 
Attained subdivision index A = 0.79349 
 
The explanation can be found in two effects. First of all the contribution of these 
damages to the attained index is rather small, in both cases most of the damages will 
be survived. Secondly the amount of flood water is much less than in the basic 
version, which results in a lesser draught, more residual freeboard and better GZ- 
values. 
 
As an example the result of one damage is shown below. For the original version the 
extend of flooding for this 2 compartment damage is very symmetrical, but many 
spaces are flooded 
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Figure  8.2 Flooding Extent P3-4.1.0 original 
 
The numerical results (for sample ship #2) are shown below. 
 
RESULTS 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

CASE        STAGE     PHASE SIDE      T      TR   HEEL GZMAX RANGESFACSOLCROSSTM 
                                      m       m degree     mdegree             s 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

DS/P3-4.1.0 INTACT    EQ    PS    7.400   0.000    0.0     -     - 0.0000      - 
DS/P3-4.1.0 FIRST     1     PS    7.485   0.453    0.8  0.05   7.0 1.0000      - 
DS/P3-4.1.0 FIRST     2     PS    7.567   0.937    1.6  0.05   7.0 1.0000      - 
DS/P3-4.1.0 FIRST     EQ    PS    7.659   1.538    3.4  0.05   7.0 1.0000      - 
DS/P3-4.1.0 INT1      1     PS    7.662   1.560    3.4  0.05   7.0 1.0000      - 
DS/P3-4.1.0 INT1      2     PS    7.667   1.590    3.5  0.05   7.0 1.0000      - 
DS/P3-4.1.0 INT1      EQ    PS    7.674   1.627    3.5  0.05   7.0 1.0000      - 
DS/P3-4.1.0 INT2      1     PS    7.684   1.689    3.5  0.05   7.0 1.0000      - 
DS/P3-4.1.0 INT2      2     PS    7.700   1.760    3.1  0.05   7.0 1.0000      - 
DS/P3-4.1.0 INT2      EQ    PS    7.706   1.788    2.9  0.05   7.0 1.0000      - 
DS/P3-4.1.0 INT3      1     PS    7.711   1.802    2.7  0.05   7.0 1.0000      - 
DS/P3-4.1.0 INT3      2     PS    7.716   1.818    2.5  0.05   7.0 1.0000      - 
DS/P3-4.1.0 INT3      EQ    PS    7.715   1.814    2.5  0.12  13.0 0.9495      - 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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It is very clear that this damage case survives all intermediate stages with s=1 and 
only the final stage of flooding results in a slightly lower s-value while the heel is 2.5 
degrees. 
 
The same damage extent assuming the cold rooms as watertight leads to following 
flooding extent: 

 
 
Figure  8.3 Flooding extent P3-4.1.0 cold rooms water tight 
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The numerical results (for sample ship #2, again) are shown below: 
 
RESULTS 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

CASE        STAGE     PHASE SIDE      T      TR   HEEL GZMAX RANGE SFACSOL 
                                      m       m degree     mdegree        

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

DS/P3-4.1.0 INTACT    EQ    PS    7.400   0.000    0.0     -     - 0.0000 
DS/P3-4.1.0 FIRST     1     PS    7.485   0.453    0.8  0.05   7.0 1.0000       
DS/P3-4.1.0 FIRST     2     PS    7.567   0.937    1.6  0.05   7.0 1.0000       
DS/P3-4.1.0 FIRST     EQ    PS    7.659   1.538    3.4  0.12  12.6 0.9417       

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
In comparison with the original version it can be seen that the final s-value is nearly 
identical, although the heel is larger. But trim and draught are lower so that the same 
survivability can be found. 
 

8.3 Conclusion 
Most likely the effect of water tight cold room walls on the overall index may vary 
very much from ship to ship and no clear guidance can be given. 
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9 Design Modifications to reduce vulnerability 
 

9.1 General 
The design of the ships always assumes that watertight doors are closed and for this 
condition the damage stability calculations are performed and verified. The results of 
WP4&WP6 (in project FLOODSTAND), see Jasionowski (2011), show the strong 
influence  of  open  watertight  doors  on  the  vulnerability  of  a  cruise  ship  in  daily  
operation. However, the design of some ships makes it nearly impossible to operate 
the ship without the use of water-tight doors while at sea. 
 
Also the sample ship #1 has some areas which may cause such a way of operation.  
 

 
Figure  9.1 Layout provision area in sample ship #1 
 
As for most of the cruise ships the provision area is located in the aft and there are 
two aspects which requires the use of watertight doors while at sea.  
 

1. Only  the  most  forward  compartment  has  an  access  via  stairs,  the  2  aft  
compartments have only emergency exits. 

2. The rearmost compartment has no access vial lift or platform, so that any 
provisions from these cold rooms cannot be transported to the galley without 
using watertight doors. 
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This layout is fully in line with current regulations and even SOLAS Chapter II-1 
allows  to  open  a  water  tight  door  for  passage,  or  if  work  needs  to  be  carried  out  
nearby. How-ever in real life it is very likely that the doors are kept open a long 
period of the day. 
 

9.2 Alternative modifications and analysis by index calculations 
A possible modification in provision area could be arranged as shown below: 
 

 
 

Figure  9.2 new Layout provision area in sample ship #1 
 
To avoid the use of watertight doors while at sea a long undivided provision area 
located above two watertight compartments is proposed. 
 
    Following changes in GA has been done; 

 transverse watertight bulkhead at frame 21 removed 
 watertight subdivision below provision area as in basic design 
 deck on provision area (= one deck below bulkhead deck) to be done as 

watertight 
 stair, exits and ventilation canals from machinery space below to be located 

in CL and to be routed as watertight trunks up to bulkhead deck 
 
 

This modification will make possible a bigger undivided provision area with free 
flow between two different provision decks. More careful routing of pipes and ducts 
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with regard to watertight integrity is to be considered during design and building of 
the ship, as the deck below bulkhead deck need to be watertight. 

 
The requirements  according  to  SOLAS II-1/8  (SOLAS Chapter  II-1,  Regulation  8,  
Minor damage) will be fulfilled. However, the modified layout leads to a minor 
decrease of the attained index by 0.4% compared to basic design.  
 
The results of modified design (of sample ship #1) are shown below; 

 
   ATTAINED AND REQUIRED SUBDIVISION INDEX 
    
   Subdivision length            315.673 m 
   Breadth at the load line       37.400 m 
   Breadth at the bulkhead deck   37.400 m 
   Number of persons N1          4200 
   Number of persons N2          1400 
   
  Required subdivision index R = 0.84867 
   
  Attained subdivision index A = 0.86843      

 
The same area is slightly different designed in sample ship #2. Here the provision 
areas are located on the bulkhead deck only and all main store are accessible via lifts.  
Also the aft compartments, where workshops are situated can be reached via stairs. 
 
However this design seems not to be in line with actual needs from operation, as it is 
not very effective to have such kind of workshops at the extreme ends of the ship. 

 
Figure  9.3 Deck layout of provision rooms (of sample ship #2) 
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Another example is usually the laundry and connected linen stores. 
 

 
Figure  9.4 Layout laundry 
 
The laundry and the connected linen stores are located in two adjacent watertight 
compartments. This implies the opening of watertight doors very frequently. 
 
In particular for larger ships there is the conflict between an optimum subdivision 
with regard to the attained index and the operational needs and space requirements of 
a laundry.  
 
The redesign of the laundry area can be made with some impact on the attained index. 
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Figure  9.5 new Layout Laundry 
 
The following changes in GA have been done to avoid the use of watertight doors 
while at sea on laundry area: 
 

1. transverse watertight bulkhead at frame 218 removed. Essential spaces 
related to laundry are located in same watertight compartment 

2. forward watertight bulkhead at frame 233 to be moved three frames 
aftwards.  

3. one stair deleted 
4. big dry tank to be divided at frame 230 in order to comply with SOLAS 

II-1/8 (Regulation 8) 
               
This modified layout in laundry area will lead to a signifincant decrease in A-index 
from A=0.87155 to A=0.85668 (1.7%) 
  
The results of modified design  (of sample ship #1) are shown below; 
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ATTAINED AND REQUIRED SUBDIVISION INDEX 
    
   Subdivision length            315.673 m 
   Breadth at the load line       37.400 m 
   Breadth at the bulkhead deck   37.400 m 
   Number of persons N1          4200 
   Number of persons N2          1400 
   
  Required subdivision index R = 0.84867 
   
  Attained subdivision index A = 0.85668 
 

An alternative approach is shown in sample ship #2: 
 

 
 
Figure  9.6 new Layout Laundry 
 
The figure above shows a new arrangement of a laundry within one larger watertight 
compartment via 2 decks. This design however requires on both decks a larger free 
height, which may be very difficult to obtain for smaller ships. Also the operation of 
the laundry and the work flow needs to be adjusted accordingly. 
 

9.3 Conclusions 
The examples above show that the use of watertight doors during normal operation 
can be avoided provided the operational needs are taken into account seriously at an 
very early design stage. However, as long as the regulations allow the use of water-
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tight doors for other purposes than as second means of escape these new designs will 
only be built based on a voluntary basis. 
 
Small ships, in particular smaller than the sample ships, may have serious difficulties 
to comply with such an approach. The smaller the ship, the more design restrictions 
are to be complied with. 
 
As shown for the examples for sample ship #1 the new designs usually lead to a loss 
of index. This loss of index needs to be compensated by other measures, like increase 
of freeboard or breadth which implies higher building and life-cycle costs. 
 
Reference is made to the FP7 project GOALDS, where various options are analyzed 
for a number of sample ships to improve the survivability of passenger ships. 
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10 Judgment of design alternative with regard to existing regulations 
 
The proposed design alternatives and methods in chapters 3-6 and 8-9 above have 
been evaluated from a regulatory point of view against the current SOLAS II-1 as 
amended by IMO Res. MSC.216(82), its Explanatory Notes IMO Res. MSC.281(85) 
and other resolutions that are applied during design and approval of passenger ships.  
 
As  outlined  in  SOLAS  II-1/4.2,  it  is  a  general  principle  that  alternative  methods  to  
SOLAS II-1 may be applied if it is demonstrated through use of such methods that at 
least the same degree of safety as provided by the SOLAS regulations is achieved.   
 
Even if the design alternatives described in chapters 3-6 and 8-9 are generally proven 
to  be  realistic,  make  flooding  prediction  easier  and  not  introduce  any  significant  
additional safety risks, it is nevertheless required to communicate the details of these 
methods to the IMO for consideration and possible inclusion in the SOLAS 
regulations or in the Explanatory Notes as acceptable flooding simulation principles. 
 

10.1 Cross-flooding arrangement:  
 
The current practice for evaluation of cross-flooding is laid down in IMO Res. 
MSC.245(83) “Recommendation on a standard method for evaluating cross-flooding 
arrangements”. As an alternative to the provisions for cross-flooding in this IMO 
recommendation, and for arrangements other than those shown as examples therein, 
direct calculation using computational fluid dynamics (CFD), time-domain 
simulations or model testing may also be used. 
 
The time-domain calculations described in this paper and the methods developed in 
WP2 provide a more accurate prediction of cross-flooding calculation and would 
constitute an alternative to the existing IMO recommendation. By use of this method 
the proposed design alternatives, i.e. optimizing the ship with regard to; size and 
routing of air pipes, size of cross-flooding ducts and more efficient use of spaces, 
would be in line with the time-domain simulations alternative described in MSC.245.  
   

10.2 Flooding through fire doors – intermediate stages 
 
Guidance on flooding through non-watertight boundaries is provided in the 
Explanatory Notes to SOLAS II-1/7-2.2. Flooding boundaries that seriously restrict 
the flooding, i.e. A-class fire rated boundaries, bulkheads surrounding cold rooms, etc. 
should be included in damage stability calculations as intermediate flooding stages 
before these non-watertight bulkheads or decks are assumed to collapse.  
 
Taking into account information about actual pressure heights for different non-
watertight boundaries and cold room walls, may lead to a more realistic sequence of 
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flooding prediction and avoid unlikely flooding combinations. Identifying the weaker 
points in a boundary, e.g. fire doors or other openings, would also make it easier to 
predict the sequence of flooding. Even if these proposed methods may simplify 
flooding simulations in complex areas, it is however not fully in accordance with the 
Explanatory Notes to SOLAS II-1/7-2.2.  
 

10.3 Fire doors on tank top – instantaneous flooding 
 
Fire doors located on tank top are subject to compliance with the same requirements 
as other fire doors, i.e. they are regarded as non-watertight boundaries that seriously 
restrict the flooding and should therefore be included as subdivision boundaries for 
calculation of intermediate stages of flooding.  
 
It has however been demonstrated through testing in WP2 that typical A-class fire 
doors are capable of withstanding a pressure of approximately 2.5 m before 
collapsing. The expected pressure head for larger cruise vessel is assumed to be at 
least twice this value, and would consequently lead to immediate collapse of the fire 
doors. It is therefore not unreasonable to consider that instantaneous flooding will take 
place through fire doors on tank top level. Explanatory Notes to SOLAS II-1/7-2.2 
that provide guidance on flooding boundaries does however not address this issue, and 
calculation of intermediate stages is therefore currently the only acceptable method of 
demonstrating SOLAS compliance for A-class boundaries.  
 

10.4 Fire doors on bulkhead deck – withstand flooding 
 
From a SOLAS subdivision and damage stability point of view, A-class fire doors 
located on bulkhead deck shall not be treated any differently than other fire doors. As 
for all such doors, they should be considered in connection with calculation of 
intermediate flooding stages and not be regarded as watertight.  
 
The water pressure the doors on the bulkhead deck may be exposed to, will vary 
depending on their location and heeling angle after damage. However, in many cases 
it will be less than the collapse pressure demonstrated in WP2 and the fire door may 
therefore act as an impermeable boundary. There are also many escape and 
operational considerations that have to be made when placing fire boundaries, but 
according to Explanatory Notes to SOLAS II-1/7-2.2, A-class fire doors are currently 
not regarded as sufficient means of closure for preventing progressive flooding on 
bulkhead deck.  
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10.5 Cold rooms to be assumed watertight – withstand flooding 
 
Cold  rooms and  dry  stores  are  subject  to  compliance  with  the  same requirements  to  
watertight integrity as fire doors. The panels of such rooms are not regarded as 
watertight and would according to the current regulations have to be treated as non-
watertight boundaries that seriously restrict the flooding but eventually will collapse, 
and therefore calculation of intermediate stages should be performed.  
 
Considering the normal location of such rooms, the material characteristics of its 
panels and the fact that these rooms will normally be closed, it is reasonable to 
assume that it may take considerable time to flood these rooms. Such assumption is 
however not in accordance with the current regulations.  
 

10.6 Design modifications to achieve minimum vulnerability 
 
SOLAS II-1/13 and SOLAS II-1/22 requires that watertight doors shall be normally 
closed during a voyage unless an exemption has been granted by the Administration 
permitting the vessel to sail with door(s) open for a specified time or under certain 
conditions. The instructions and requirements for permitting open watertight doors are 
provided in MSC.1/Circ.1380 “Guidance for watertight doors on passenger ships 
which may be opened during navigation”. For the purpose of watertight door 
assessment it has been considered appropriate to divide them in three categories5, 
where category A and B doors require exemptions.   
 
Category A; Doors that are permitted to remain open at all times  
Category B; Doors that are permitted to be open during specified periods of the day 

provided that crew members are working in its vicinity 
Category C; Doors that are only opened for passage and closed immediately after  
 
Even if the A-index is reduced for some cases, the proposed design modifications to 
the sample ships, i.e. re-arrangement of provision area and laundry area, are all in 
compliance  with  the  current  SOLAS  regulations  on  probabilistic  and  deterministic  
damage stability provided that the all watertight doors are closed. The daily operation 
in these areas requires however normally continuous access through watertight doors. 
For some of the design changes it is therefore a condition for compliance with 
SOLAS that the Administration will accept that doors are categorized as B doors.   
 
It has been demonstrated in WP4 that open watertight doors may have a significant 
influence on vessel’s survivability. Application of MSC.1/Circ.1380 is currently not 
accepted by all IMO members and it is therefore important to consider both watertight 
integrity arrangement and operational aspects during the design optimization process.  

                                                
5 The fourth catagory, Category D; Doors that shall always remain closed during a voyage (not allowed 

for passage), was considered not relevant for the sample cruise ship designs #1 and #2 in this study.  
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11 Summary and Conclusion 
 
The investigations done in this work package show a number of interesting results and 
consequences for the ship design. Based on the findings of the other work packages a 
number of design options have been investigated. 
 

The  main  focus  was  laid  on  the  sustainability  of  non-watertight  structures  and  how  
this may be used for the design. Here are the fire doors the main equipment, which 
usually collapse at a water pressure of 2.5m. This effect can be used for restricting (or 
retarding) progressive flooding on the bulkhead deck, but also the immediate flooding 
through fire doors on the tank top.  
 

Another important item is the effect of air pressure for cross flooding calculations. 
Here the results of work package 2 provide the designer a more accurate method to 
consider and predict the effect of air pressure for the flooding scenario rather than 
using the 10% rule as proposed in the explanatory notes at the moment. 
 

Although the results do not lead us to the global design changes some important 
details for the designer are explored and will influence the designs of cruise ships in 
the future. In addition the findings of this project improve the accuracy of time-
domain flooding simulation and thus the acceptance of such calculations by the flag 
administrations. 
 

However, the design changes can only be applied, if the regulatory bodies consider 
the results of this project while developing new requirements for subdivision and 
stability within SOLAS. As pointed out in chapter 10 of this document some 
important details should be incorporated in SOLAS and the explanatory notes. The 
changes should include items like: 
 

- flooding sequence through firedoors 
- instantaneous flooding on tank top through firedoors 
- restriction of flooding on bulkhead deck through fire doors 
- new formulation for crossflooding through ducts with restrictive effect of air 

pressure 
 

The question of reducing the vulnerability due to open watertight doors in operation 
also depends strongly on the SOLAS requirements. It has been shown, that the design 
of cruise ships can easily consider the operational needs, so that watertight doors are 
only used as secondary means of escape and may not be opened during the daily 
service. However these design changes will cause a lesser attained index and imply 
corresponding counter measures to comply with the rules. These measures increase 
the investment and life-cycle costs of the ships. Only if the regulatory bodies agree on 
clear requirements for the design future ship designs will be improved without 
economical disadvantages for the operators or ship builders. 
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Appendix A  Additional information related to the flooding simulations 
  (with reference to Chapter 7 in the main text of this deliverable D1.2) 
 
In this study all of the modelled openings are assumed to start to leak immediately, when 
floodwater reaches the opening causing the leakage through the opening. Thus, for all the 
modelled openings, the special parameter, Hleakage, characterizing the threshold value of the 
pressure height for the start of the leakage, is assumed to be zero (for both directions through 
the opening). The openings modelled for the simulations carried out in this study are listed 
with their modelled parameters in the Table A.0.1 below. 
 
Table A.0.1  Openings modelled for the simulation and their specific data6  

Note! Hleakage (HLEAK) is modeled as zero in all studied simulation cases.  
    Thus, it is  not shown in the table belwo. 

 

 
 
Only the connections via doors etc., between the potentially flooded compartments in the 
studied damage cases, have been modelled. The modelled door dimensions, see Table A.0.2 
below, are based on the data of the doors that were tested at CTO in Task 2.1 of the 
FLOODSTAND project.  
 
 
 
  

                                                
6 The terminology used: ID: name of the opening, OTYPE: opening type, CONN: the rooms connected 

by the opening, DES: description of the opening, WR COEF: effective discharge coefficient, 
HLEAK: the pressure height causing the start of the leakage through the closed door, HCOLL: the 
pressure height causing collapse of the door, ARATIO: the non-dimensional ratio between the 
leaking area of the opening (Aleakage) and the area of the submerged part (Asubmerged)  of  the  whole  
opening. 

ID OTYPE CONN DES WRCOEF HCOLL ARATIO
D3_STAIR-R020STAIRS A-HINGED R020302,R020STAIRS A-CLASS FIRE DOOR TO STAIRCASE, W=950 0.6 0.6 2.5 2.5 '0.02*HEFF' '0.03*HEFF'
D3_STAIR-R030STAIRS A-HINGED R030302,R030STAIRS A-CLASS FIRE DOOR TO STAIRCASE, W=950 0.6 0.6 2.5 2.5 '0.02*HEFF' '0.03*HEFF'
D3_STAIRS-R040311 A-HINGED R040302,R04STAIRS A-CLASS FIRE DOOR TO STAIRCASE, W=950 0.6 0.6 2.5 2.5 '0.02*HEFF' '0.03*HEFF'
D4_COLDROOM-R010401 COLDROOMDOOR R010403,R010401 COLD ROOM SLIDING DOOR, W=1100 0.6 0.6 3.5 3.5 '0.01*HEFF' '0.01*HEFF'
D4_COLDROOM-R010402 COLDROOMDOOR R010403,R010402 COLD ROOM SLIDING DOOR, W=1100 0.6 0.6 3.5 3.5 '0.01*HEFF' '0.01*HEFF'
D4_COLDROOM-R020401 COLDROOMDOOR R020403,R020401 COLD ROOM SLIDING DOOR, W=1100 0.6 0.6 3.5 3.5 '0.01*HEFF' '0.01*HEFF'
D4_COLDROOM-R020404 COLDROOMDOOR R020403,R020404 COLD ROOM SLIDING DOOR, W=1100 0.6 0.6 3.5 3.5 '0.01*HEFF' '0.01*HEFF'
D4_COLDROOM-R030401 COLDROOMDOOR R030403,R030401 COLD ROOM SLIDING DOOR, W=1100 0.6 0.6 3.5 3.5 '0.01*HEFF' '0.01*HEFF'
D4_COLDROOM-R030405 COLDROOMDOOR R030403,R030405 COLD ROOM SLIDING DOOR, W=1100 0.6 0.6 3.5 3.5 '0.01*HEFF' '0.01*HEFF'
D4_COLDROOM-R040403 COLDROOMDOOR R040403,R040401 COLD ROOM SLIDING DOOR, W=1100 0.6 0.6 3.5 3.5 '0.01*HEFF' '0.01*HEFF'
D4_COLDROOM-R040405 COLDROOMDOOR R040405,R040401 COLD ROOM SLIDING DOOR, W=1100 0.6 0.6 3.5 3.5 '0.01*HEFF' '0.01*HEFF'
D4_CORRIDOR-C1-C2 A-DOUBLELEAF R010403,R020403 SERVICE CORRIDOR CONNECTION 0.6 0.6 2.0 2.0 0.025 0.025
D4_CORRIDOR-C2-C3 A-DOUBLELEAF R020403,R030403 SERVICE CORRIDOR CONNECTION 0.6 0.6 2.0 2.0 0.025 0.025
D4_CORRIDOR-C4-C5 A-DOUBLELEAF R040401,R050401 SERVICE CORRIDOR CONNECTION 0.6 0.6 2.0 2.0 0.025 0.025
D4_CORRIDOR-C3-C4 A-DOUBLELEAF R030403,R040401 SERVICE CORRIDOR CONNECTION 0.6 0.6 2.0 2.0 0.025 0.025
D4_CORRIDOR-C5-C6 A-DOUBLELEAF R050401,R060402 SERVICE CORRIDOR CONNECTION 0.6 0.6 2.0 2.0 0.025 0.025
D4_CORRIDOR-C6-C7 A-DOUBLELEAF R060402,R070402 SERVICE CORRIDOR CONNECTION 0.6 0.6 2.0 2.0 0.025 0.025
D4_CORRIDOR-C7-C8 A-DOUBLELEAF R070402,R080403 SERVICE CORRIDOR CONNECTION 0.6 0.6 2.0 2.0 0.025 0.025
D4_DRYSTORE-R050401 A-SLIDING R050402,R050401 STORE SLIDING DOOR, W=1100 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.0 0.025 0.025
D4_ELSTATION-R060402 A-SLIDING R060406,R060402 STORE SLIDING DOOR, W=1100 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.0 0.025 0.025
D4_ELSUBST-R030404 A-HINGED R030403,R030404 A-CLASS FIRE DOOR, W=950 0.6 0.6 2.5 2.5 '0.02*HEFF' '0.03*HEFF'
D4_GARBAGE-R060402 A-SLIDING R060404,R060402 STORE SLIDING DOOR, W=1100 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.0 0.025 0.025
D4_HATCH-R010403_1 HATCH R010301,R010403 HATCH TO STEERING GEAR ROOM 0.6 0.6 2.5 2.5 0.05
D4_HATCH-R010403_2 HATCH R010302,R010403 HATCH TO STEERING GEAR ROOM 0.6 0.6 2.5 2.5 0.05
D4_PREPROOM-R020402 A-HINGED R020403,R020402 A-CLASS FIRE DOOR, W=950 0.6 0.6 2.5 2.5 '0.02*HEFF' '0.03*HEFF'
D4_PREPROOM-R030402 A-HINGED R030403,R030402 A-CLASS FIRE DOOR, W=950 0.6 0.6 2.5 2.5 '0.02*HEFF' '0.03*HEFF'
D4_STAIRS-R020411 A-HINGED R020403,R020STAIRS A-CLASS FIRE DOOR TO STAIRCASE, W=950 0.6 0.6 2.5 2.5 '0.02*HEFF' '0.03*HEFF'
D4_STAIRS-R030403 A-HINGED R030403,R04STAIRS A-CLASS FIRE DOOR TO STAIRCASE, W=950 0.6 0.6 2.5 2.5 '0.02*HEFF' '0.03*HEFF'
D4_STAIRS-R030411 A-HINGED R030403,R030STAIRS A-CLASS FIRE DOOR TO STAIRCASE, W=950 0.6 0.6 2.5 2.5 '0.02*HEFF' '0.03*HEFF'
D4_STAIRS-R050401 A-HINGED R050412,R050401 A-CLASS FIRE DOOR TO STAIRCASE, W=950 0.6 0.6 2.5 2.5 '0.02*HEFF' '0.03*HEFF'
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Table A.0.2: Different door types in the 3D model of the ship 

Door type Description  Note 

WT Watertight door Not on bulkhead deck 

A-HINGED A-class hinged fire door, width 950 
mm 

Tested, in both 
directions 

A-SLIDING A-class sliding fire door, width 1100 
mm 

Tested, in both 
directions 

A-DOUBLELEAF 
 
COLDROOMDOOR 

A-class hinged fire doors, width 
2100 mm (together) 
Cold room sliding door, width 1100 
mm 

Tested, in one 
direction 
Tested, in one 
direction 

LIFT Service lift door, width 1300 mm Not tested 

 
The reference parameters of the openings for leakage and collapse were selected based on the 
guideline report (D2.2b), Ruponen and Routi (2011). These values are based on the systematic 
full-scale tests at CTO (D2.1b), Jakubowski and Bieniek (2010)7 and the FEM-calculations by 
MEC (D2.2a), Naar and Vaher (2010)8. 
 
For all tested doors and panels the critical pressure head for leakage was practically zero. 
 
The cold room sliding door (and surrounding panels) was tested only to one direction. Thus it 
is assumed that the same values are applicable also when the water pressure acts out from the 
door frame. 
 
In the most forward flooded compartment the water progresses also through lift trunks. 
However, lift doors were not included in the set of tested structures. Based on the other tests, 
it seems logical that also Hleak = 0 m also for these doors. In addition, the collapsing pressure 
height was assumed to be Hcoll = 1.5 m and the leakage area ratio was estimated to be constant 
Aratio =  0.03  (to  both  directions.  These  values  were  selected  based  on  the  test  results  for  B-
class structures. 
 
The time step applied in the simulations was 4 s. The value for the time step used is based on 
the slow progress of the flooding on the bulkhead deck. It was checked that the applied time 
step did not have a notable effect on the results. 
 
Simulation events for flooding case 1 are listed in Table A.1 (on the next two pages A.3-A.4), 
and for flooding case 2, in Table A.2 (on pages A.5-A6).  
 
Some additional figures on the development of the flooding in case 1, at 0.5 h inter-vals, are 
presented in Figures A.1-A.10 (after tables A.1 and A.2). 
  

                                                
7 FLOODSTAND Deliverable D2.1b Experiments with leaking and collapsing structures 
8 FLOODSTAND Deliverable D2.2a Numerical study on the critical pressure heads  
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Table  A.1 Simulation events, Case 1 (with open doors in service corridor) 

 
TIME(s) TYPE ID       EVTYPE 

   

8 ROOM R020STAI.FLOODED 

8 ROOM R030STAI.FLOODED 

8 ROOM R04STAIRSFLOODED 

8 ROOM R010403  FLOODED 

8 OPENING D3_STAIR.COLLAPSED 

   

8 OPENING D3_STAIR.FLOODING 

8 OPENING D3_STAIR.COLLAPSED 

8 OPENING D3_STAIR.FLOODING 

8 OPENING D3_STAIR.COLLAPSED 

8 OPENING D3_STAIR.FLOODING 

   

8 OPENING D4_HATCH.LEAKING 

8 OPENING D4_HATCH.FLOODING 

8 OPENING D4_HATCH.LEAKING 

8 OPENING D4_HATCH.FLOODING 

12 ROOM R010401  FLOODED 

   

12 ROOM R010402  FLOODED 

12 ROOM R020403  FLOODED 

12 OPENING D4_COLDR.LEAKING 

12 OPENING D4_COLDR.FLOODING 

12 OPENING D4_COLDR.LEAKING 

   

12 OPENING D4_COLDR.FLOODING 

12 OPENING D4_CORRI.FLOODING 

16 ROOM R030403  FLOODED 

16 OPENING D4_STAIR.LEAKING 

16 OPENING D4_STAIR.FLOODING 

   

16 OPENING D4_STAIR.LEAKING 

16 OPENING D4_STAIR.FLOODING 

16 OPENING D4_STAIR.LEAKING 

16 OPENING D4_STAIR.FLOODING 

24 ROOM R020404  FLOODED 

   

24 ROOM R030405  FLOODED 

24 OPENING D4_COLDR.LEAKING 

24 OPENING D4_COLDR.FLOODING 

24 OPENING D4_COLDR.LEAKING 

24 OPENING D4_COLDR.FLOODING 

   

24 OPENING D4_CORRI.FLOODING 

28 ROOM R020401  FLOODED 
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28 OPENING D4_COLDR.LEAKING 

28 OPENING D4_COLDR.FLOODING 

36 ROOM R020402  FLOODED 

   

36 OPENING D4_PREPR.LEAKING 

36 OPENING D4_PREPR.FLOODING 

40 OPENING D4_COLDR.FLOODING STOPPED 

48 ROOM R030405  FLOODED 

48 OPENING D4_COLDR.FLOODING 

   

60 ROOM R030404  FLOODED 

60 ROOM R030402  FLOODED 

60 OPENING D4_ELSUB.LEAKING 

   

60 OPENING D4_ELSUB.FLOODING 

60 OPENING D4_PREPR.LEAKING 

60 OPENING D4_PREPR.FLOODING 

84 ROOM R030401  FLOODED 

84 OPENING D4_COLDR.LEAKING 

   

84 OPENING D4_COLDR.FLOODING 

120 ROOM R040401  FLOODED 

120 OPENING D4_CORRI.FLOODING 

176 ROOM R040405  FLOODED 

176 OPENING D4_COLDR.LEAKING 

   

176 OPENING D4_COLDR.FLOODING 

484 ROOM R040403  FLOODED 

484 OPENING D4_COLDR.LEAKING 

484 OPENING D4_COLDR.FLOODING 

648 ROOM R050401  FLOODED 

   

648 OPENING D4_CORRI.FLOODING 

1088 ROOM R050412  FLOODED 

1088 OPENING D4_STAIR.LEAKING 

1088 OPENING D4_STAIR.FLOODING 

1656 ROOM R050402  FLOODED 

   

1656 OPENING D4_DRYST.LEAKING 

1656 OPENING D4_DRYST.FLOODING 

5348 ROOM R060402  FLOODED 

5348 OPENING D4_CORRI.FLOODING 

5428 ROOM R060404  FLOODED 

   

5428 OPENING D4_GARBA.LEAKING 

5428 OPENING D4_GARBA.FLOODING 

30600 SIMULATION EQUILIBR.SIMSTOP 
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Table  A.2 Simulation events, Case 2 (all service corridor doors closed) 
 

TIME(s) TYPE ID       EVTYPE 
   

8 ROOM R020STAI.FLOODED 
8 ROOM R030STAI.FLOODED 
8 ROOM R04STAIRSFLOODED 
8 ROOM R010403  FLOODED 
8 OPENING D3_STAIR.COLLAPSED 

   
8 OPENING D3_STAIR.FLOODING 
8 OPENING D3_STAIR.COLLAPSED 
8 OPENING D3_STAIR.FLOODING 
8 OPENING D3_STAIR.COLLAPSED 
8 OPENING D3_STAIR.FLOODING 

   
8 OPENING D4_HATCH.LEAKING 
8 OPENING D4_HATCH.FLOODING 
8 OPENING D4_HATCH.LEAKING 
8 OPENING D4_HATCH.FLOODING 

12 ROOM R010401  FLOODED 
   

12 ROOM R010402  FLOODED 
12 ROOM R020403  FLOODED 
12 OPENING D4_COLDR.LEAKING 
12 OPENING D4_COLDR.FLOODING 
12 OPENING D4_COLDR.LEAKING 

   
12 OPENING D4_COLDR.FLOODING 
12 OPENING D4_CORRI.LEAKING 
12 OPENING D4_CORRI.FLOODING 
16 ROOM R030403  FLOODED 
16 OPENING D4_STAIR.LEAKING 

   
16 OPENING D4_STAIR.FLOODING 
16 OPENING D4_STAIR.LEAKING 
16 OPENING D4_STAIR.FLOODING 
16 OPENING D4_STAIR.LEAKING 
16 OPENING D4_STAIR.FLOODING 

   
24 ROOM R030405  FLOODED 
24 OPENING D4_COLDR.LEAKING 
24 OPENING D4_COLDR.FLOODING 
24 OPENING D4_CORRI.LEAKING 
24 OPENING D4_CORRI.FLOODING 

   
32 ROOM R020404  FLOODED 
32 ROOM R030404  FLOODED 
32 OPENING D4_COLDR.LEAKING 
32 OPENING D4_COLDR.FLOODING 
32 OPENING D4_ELSUB.LEAKING 

   
32 OPENING D4_ELSUB.FLOODING 
36 ROOM R030402  FLOODED 
36 OPENING D4_PREPR.LEAKING 
36 OPENING D4_PREPR.FLOODING 
44 ROOM R020401  FLOODED 

   
44 OPENING D4_COLDR.LEAKING 
44 OPENING D4_COLDR.FLOODING 
60 ROOM R020402  FLOODED 

   
60 OPENING D4_PREPR.LEAKING 
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60 OPENING D4_PREPR.FLOODING 
76 ROOM R030401  FLOODED 
76 OPENING D4_COLDR.LEAKING 
76 OPENING D4_COLDR.FLOODING 

   
176 ROOM R040401  FLOODED 
176 OPENING D4_CORRI.LEAKING 
176 OPENING D4_CORRI.FLOODING 
516 ROOM R040405  FLOODED 
516 OPENING D4_COLDR.LEAKING 

   
516 OPENING D4_COLDR.FLOODING 

2032 ROOM R040403  FLOODED 
2032 OPENING D4_COLDR.LEAKING 
2032 OPENING D4_COLDR.FLOODING 
2536 ROOM R050401  FLOODED 

   
2536 OPENING D4_CORRI.LEAKING 
2536 OPENING D4_CORRI.FLOODING 
6028 ROOM R050412  FLOODED 
6028 OPENING D4_STAIR.LEAKING 
6028 OPENING D4_STAIR.FLOODING 

   
8684 ROOM R050402  FLOODED 
8684 OPENING D4_DRYST.LEAKING 
8684 OPENING D4_DRYST.FLOODING 

11652 ROOM R060402  FLOODED 
11652 OPENING D4_CORRI.LEAKING 

   
11652 OPENING D4_CORRI.FLOODING 
12248 ROOM R060404  FLOODED 
12248 OPENING D4_GARBA.LEAKING 
12248 OPENING D4_GARBA.FLOODING 
36000 SIMULATION MAXTIME  SIMSTOP 

 
 
 
 
The extent of the flooding during the first five hours of flooding is shown at 0.5 h intervals in 
Figures A.1-A.10. 
 

 
Figure A.1 Flooding case 1. Time = 0.5 h 

 
Figure A.2 Flooding case 1. Time = 1.0 h 
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Figure A.3 Flooding case 1. Time = 1.5 h 

 
Figure A.4 Flooding case 1. Time = 2.0 h 

 
FigureA.5 Flooding case 1. Time = 2.5 h 

 
Figure A.6 Flooding case 1. Time = 3.0 h 

 
Figure A.7 Flooding case 1. Time = 3.5 h 

 
Figure A.8 Flooding case 1. Time = 4.0 h 

 
Figure A.9 Flooding case 1. Time = 4.5 h 

 
Figure A.10 Flooding case 1. Time = 5.0 h 
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